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Yubo: Make new friends Apk Mod, please click on the download button at
the top of the article or at the end of this article. You will then find the Apk
file on ApkSoul.net's “Download” page. Follow the necessary instructions
and you will download Yubo: Make new friends MOD APK (Premium
Unlocked/VIP/PRO) for free.

The installation steps after downloading most premium app are the same.
Open menu, settings, security and search for unknown sources so your
phone can install apps from sources other than Google Play Store,
ApkSoul.net. Go to the “Downloads” folder on your device and click on the
downloaded file. Then install and launch it on your phone. Wait a moment
for the device to install the premium app.

http://trunlockgems.xyz/yubo


Yubo: Make new friends (co.yellw.yellowapp) is a premium app on Android,
download the latest version of Yubo: Make new friends Hack Mod
(Premium Unlocked/VIP/PRO) 2022 for Android. This premium app can be
played for free and does not require root.

Yubo: Make new friends MOD APK (Premium Unlocked/VIP/PRO) APK +
OBB 2022 can be downloaded and installed on your android device with
android version 4.1 or higher. Download this premium app using your
favorite browser and click install to install the premium app. Downloading
(co.yellw.yellowapp) APK + DATA of Yubo: Make new friends (Premium
Unlocked/VIP/PRO) from ApkSoul.net is easier and faster.

To many push notifications even when I turn off all the apps notification
settings. It doesn't give or show you all the people who want to add you
unless you pay wich is fine but it constantly gives you those notifications
saying they do wich is really annoying, and nobody seems to want to talk on
the app so what's the point. Overall the app is just okay in my opinion.

BruhMoment: Good idea, done even worse than poorly. Like everyone else
says, its behind a pay wall, this needs to be changed. The only way to see
people who actually added you through swiping is to pay a healthy sum for
a subscription, and i find that ridiculous. Not everyone has money like that
to pay to make friends, at that point youre literally paying for your friends.
This needs to be changed to adds atleast. Also copy-paste replies for this
issue is a really good way to flip someone off through text.

First issue got fixed, but now each time I switch between devices, it wants
me to verify myself again. So annoying, I just wish it would work. When
trying to message people, everytime I tap a letter, it goes back to the screen
before. Then when I can finally get a message written and hit send, it tells
me it failed to send. This means you won't be able to make friends because
the app is too broken at the time of writing thisPutting out an update after a
month without fixing the issue making a huge chunk of people unable to
use the app is really ridiculous. It sends a clear message, intentional or not,
that you're totally uninterested in making the app usable first and foremost.



As a software engineer, I would never submit an update if my client couldn't
use my app. Hope this is fixed soon and the team managers realize what a
bad look this is.Good app, but would like to see for features. Such as being
able to filter to only people in your area. I'm aware this is a feature already,
but it is very rough and I'll get people only as close to me as 50 miles away
everywhere I go. The rest are random from other parts of the country.
Definitely not within my range. "my country only" needs to be reworked, and
improved. Not rushed out only for another update to come up to fix the app
that became unusable becuase of the rushed update.


